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One of the common conceptions of nature, typically derived from the experiences with classical systems, is that attributes of the
matter coexist with the substance. In the quantum regime, however, the quantum particle itself and its physical property may be
in spatial separation, known as the quantum Cheshire cat effect. While there have been several reports to date on the
observation of the quantum Cheshire cat effect, all such experiments are based on ﬁrst-order interferometry and destructive
projection measurement, thus allowing simple interpretation due to measurement-induced disturbance and also subject to
trivial interpretation based on classical waves. In this work, we report an experimental observation of the quantum Cheshire cat
effect with noninvasive weak quantum measurement as originally proposed. The use of the weak-measurement probe has
allowed us to identify the location of the single photon and that of the disembodied polarization state in a quantum
interferometer. The weak-measurement probe based on two-photon interference makes our observation unable to be explained
by classical physics. We furthermore elucidate the quantum Cheshire cat effect as quantum interference of the transition
amplitudes for the photon and the polarization state which are directly obtained from the measurement outcomes or the weak
values. Our work not only reveals the true quantum nature of Cheshire cat effect but also sheds light on a comprehensive
understanding for the counter-intuitive quantum phenomena.
npj Quantum Information (2021)7:13 ; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41534-020-00350-6

INTRODUCTION
Everyday experiences, typically derived from observing classical
systems, shape up our common conceptions of nature. Quantum
effects, on the other hand, often reveal peculiar counter-intuitive
phenomena. One particular example is that the quantum particle
itself and its physical property can be spatially separated in the
quantum regime. This paradoxical effect is known as the quantum
Cheshire cat effect, which was named after a ﬁctional cat
appeared in the novel Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland1. The
disembodiment of the physical property (i.e., the state) from
the particle itself is not only conceptually interesting, but may
also provide a way to suppress local decoherence on a certain
physical state2.
In the literature, the quantum Cheshire cat effect was reported
via a neutron experiment3 and a single-photon experiment4,
both based on essentially identical Mach-Zehnder interferometry
setup shown in Fig. 1. An absorber (ABS) or a half-wave plate
(HWP) inserted in one of the interferometric paths a or b acts as
the probe for the particle itself or the disembodied physical state
(i.e., spin or polarization). An argument in support of the
quantum Cheshire cat effect was made by observing the change
of detection rate induced by the probe. For instance, if the
photon travels along path a (and its polarization state in path b),
an ABS inserted in path b would not affect the detection
probability at all. While these early experiments do provide some
insights on the quantum Cheshire cat effect phenomenologically, they are based on simple ﬁrst-order interferometry and
destructive projection measurement3,4.
The paradoxical observation, i.e. the particle is observed in
path a and the physical property is found in path b, does not
hold if the observations are not made on the same ensemble.

The rigorous observation of the quantum Cheshire cat effect,
thus, requires the ability to probe simultaneously both the
particle itself and the disembodied physical state without
disturbing the quantum states1. On this basis, only noninvasive
weak quantum measurements5,6 and associated weak values7–12
allow us to probe the quantum Cheshire cat effect properly.
However, the quantum Cheshire cat experiments reported to
date are all prone to interpretation based on measurementinduced disturbance and also subject to trivial interpretation
based on classical waves. The associated weak values were not
directly obtained with noninvasive weak measurement, but
inferred from the change of detection rate based on the ﬁrstorder interference effect. In fact, it is simple to reproduce the
Mach-Zehnder type quantum Cheshire cat experiment by using
classical light waves, thus requiring no quantum interpretation at
all13,14. Consequently, it has been argued whether the quantum
Cheshire cat effect is a quantum phenomenon15–19.
In this work, we report the experimental observation of the
quantum Cheshire cat effect with noninvasive weak quantum
measurement as originally proposed1. The location of the single
photon and that of the disembodied polarization state in a
quantum interferometer have been identiﬁed. Notably, our weak
measurement interaction has been implemented based on twophoton interference20–22, so that the observation cannot be
explained by classical physics. We furthermore elucidate the
paradox of the quantum Cheshire cat effect as quantum
interference of the transition amplitudes for the photon and the
polarization state which are directly obtained from the measurement outcomes or the weak values16.
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measurement strength g = 4θg, respectively. For instance, the
observable is given as j V ih V j for θa = 0 and j H ih H j for θa = π/4.
Further details on the experimental setup can be found in the
“Methods” section.
The total unitary operation acting on the three-mode systempointer state jΨi is  jHip is given by7
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Fig. 1 Essential schematic based on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. A polarized beam is split into two paths with a nonpolarizing beam splitter (NPBS). With half-wave plates (HWP), the
polarizations in the upper and lower paths, respectively, are set at
j D i and j A i. The polarizing beam splitter (PBS) ensures that only
the j D i polarization reaches the detector. To probe the locations of
the photon itself and its polarization state, an absorber (ABS) or an
HWP is inserted in paths a or b.

RESULTS
Schematic and theory
We illustrate the experimental schematic to observe the quantum
Cheshire cat effect in Fig. 2a. The system photon represents the
Cheshire cat and its horizontal j H i and vertical j V i polarization
states correspond to the status of her grin. The disembodiment of
the grin (the polarization state) from the cat (the single photon)
occurs as the system photon propagates between beam
displacers (BD). The initial state of the photon in Fig. 2a after
the ﬁrst BD and HWP is23
1
jΨi is ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj u i  j D i þ j l i  j A iÞ;
2

(1)

where j u i and j l i denote the upper and lower paths,
respectively, p
and
ﬃﬃﬃ the polarization states are
pﬃﬃﬃ given as j D i ¼
ðj H i þ j V iÞ= 2 and j A i ¼ ðj H i  j V iÞ= 2. To probe the
presence of the photon and its disembodied polarization state
at the lower path, the pointer photon, initialized in jΦi ip ¼ j H i, is
weakly coupled to the system photon for noninvasive measurement. Then, the system photon is subject to projection measurement in the basis,

(3)

For g = π/2, the projection operators on the system state, ^I  ^I 
^ a and Π
^l  Π
^ a , are perfectly distinguished by the pointer
^l  Π
Π
state and the outcome of the projection measurement can be
extracted by analyzing the state of the pointer. In contrast, for
∣g∣ ≪ 1, the state of the system photon is weakly coupled to the
pointer state, realizing the noninvasive weak measurement which
is essential for the observation of the quantum Cheshire cat effect.
In the limit of weak measurement, ∣g∣ ≪ 1, the system-pointer
evolution is approximated to be
^ tot jΨi i jHi  jΨi i jHi þ gΠ
^l  Π
^ a jΨi i jVi :
U
s
p
s
p
s
p

(4)

Note that the state of the system photon is negligibly disturbed.
The post-selection of the system photon onto the ﬁnal state jΨf is
makes the pointer state into
^l  Π
^ a i jV i ;
jΦf ip / jHip þ ghΠ
w
p
^ indicates the weak value, deﬁned as
where hOi
w
^ ¼
hOi
w

^ ii
hΨf jOjΨ
:
hΨf jΨi i

(5)
7–12

(6)

The weak value is extracted by analyzing the ﬁnal pointer state in
Eq. (5) as follows:
^l  Π
^ai ;
hσ^ x iap ¼ 2g RehΠ
w
^l  Π
^ai ;
hσ^ y iap ¼ 2g ImhΠ
w

(7)

(2)

where σ^ x and σ^ y are Pauli operators and the expectation values
^ k iap ¼ p hΦf jσ^ k jΦf ip =p hΦf jΦf ip . Here, the superare deﬁned as hσ
^a.
script a is introduced to denote the observable setting of Π
The real and imaginary parts, respectively, are associated with the
^ a and the
^l  Π
information pertaining to the observable Π
measurement back-action induced by the measurement interaction25–28.

and the state of the pointer photon is measured with a quarterwave plate (QWP), an HWP, and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS).
As shown in Fig. 2a, the system photon in the lower path j l i is
^ a ¼ jaihaj via the measureweakly probed for the observable Π
^ M 20,21. The measurement interaction
ment interaction of U
^ ðg=2Þ on the pointer state,
imparts a rotating operation R
conditioned on the system photon’s polarization state jai, i.e.,
^ ðg=2Þ. Here, the rotating operation is
^ M ¼ ð^I  Π
^ a Þ  ^I þ Π
^a  R
U
^
^ ðθÞj V i !
deﬁned by R ðθÞj H i ! cos 2θj H i þ sin 2θj V i and R
sin 2θj H i  cos 2θj V i. A change in the pointer state, induced
by the interaction, signiﬁes that the system state is measured by
^ a , and the degree of change g indicates the
the observable Π
measurement strength.
^ M is shown in
The quantum circuit for the unitary interaction U
Fig. 2b and its quantum optical implementation is shown in
Fig. 2c. The controlled-Z (CZ) gate imposes a π-phase shift on the
vertical polarization of the pointer photon only when the system
polarization is vertical. The CZ gate is implemented via twophoton quantum interference at a partial PBS having polarizationdependent transmissions (TH = 1, TV = 1/3) with HWP set at
45∘22,24. The rotating gates are constructed by other HWP. The
^ a and the
angles of θa and θg determine the observable Π

Experimental results
For the quantum Cheshire cat effect, the relevant observables are
^ l  ^I and Π
^ l  σ^ z , which represent the existence of the system
Π
photon itself and the presence of the photon’s polarization state
in the lower path j l i, respectively. The measurement outcomes
^ l  ^Ii ¼ 0 and hΠ
^ l  σ^ z i ¼ 1 represent the observation of the
hΠ
w
w
quantum Cheshire cat effect: the polarization state is found in the
path in which the system photon does not exist. Although this
observation is sufﬁcient to reveal the quantum Cheshire cat
effect1, i.e. the disembodiment effect, complementary observation
is also available by probing the upper path. That is the existence of
the photon in the upper path without the polarization, i.e.
^ u  ^Ii ¼ 1 and hΠ
^ u  σ^ z i ¼ 0. Alternatively, one may infer
hΠ
w
w
the existence of the photon in the upper path from the
measurements in the lower path. This counterfactual reasoning
is permitted since weak noninvasive measurements allow to
probe both paths on the same ensemble due to the negligible
disturbance. This feature also coincides in the mathematical sum
^ u  ^Ii þ hΠ
^ l  ^Ii ¼ 1, by which the
rule for weak values hΠ
w
w
existence of the photon in the upper path can be inferred. Thus
the quantum Cheshire cat effect can be conclusively revealed by
measurements for the lower path if the weak noninvasive
measurements are properly implemented.

1
jΨf is ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ðj u i þ j l iÞ  j D i;
2
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Fig. 2 Experimental schematic. a The system photon and its polarization are disembodied during the transit through the optical paths. The
initial and ﬁnal states are prepared as presented in the ﬁgure using half-wave plates (HWP), beam displacers (BD), and a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS). To probe the presence of the photon and the disembodied polarization state at the lower path, the system photon is weakly
^ M . The quantum circuit for the unitary interaction is shown in b and its quantum
coupled to the pointer photon via the unitary interaction U
optical implementation is shown in c. Note that the controlled-Z (CZ) gate is implemented via two-photon quantum interference at a partial
polarizing beam splitter (PPBS) having polarization-dependent transmissions (TH = 1, TV = 1/3) with HWP set at 45°. The pointer state is ﬁnally
measured with a quarter-wave plate (QWP), an HWP, and a PBS.

We would like to make it clear that the paradoxical observation
is valid only if the system is weakly measured. The strong
projective measurement cannot even observe the paradoxical
effect properly; the post-measurement state will be fully collapsed
into one of the eigenstates of the measurement observable and,
^l 
therefore, the sum of the transition probabilities jhΨf jΠ
^l  Π
^ V jΨi ij2 does not exhibit the null transition
^ H jΨi ij2 þ jhΨf jΠ
Π
^ l  ^Ii ¼ 0.
of a photon in the lower path, hΠ
w
^ l  ^I and Π
^ l  σ^ z from the linear
We obtain the weak values of Π
^ H and Π
^l  Π
^ V by
^l  Π
combinations of the weak values of Π
^H þ Π
^ V and σ^ z ¼ Π
^H  Π
^ V as
making use of the relations ^I ¼ Π
follows:
^l  Π
^ H i þ hΠ
^l  Π
^Vi ;
^ l  ^Ii ¼ hΠ
hΠ
w
w
w
^ l  σ^ z i ¼ hΠ
^l  Π
^ H i  hΠ
^l  Π
^Vi :
hΠ
w
w
w

(8)

^ l  ^Ii are
According to Eq. (7), the real and imaginary parts of hΠ
w
^ x ipV Þ=2g and ðhσ^ y ipH þ hσ^ y ipV Þ=2g at
obtained from ðhσ^ x ipH þ hσ
^ l  σ^ z i is estimated similarly.
∣g∣ ≪ 1, and hΠ
w
The experimental conﬁrmation for the observation of the
quantum Cheshire cat effect is shown in Fig. 3 in which the
pointer measurements hσ^ x ipH þ hσ^ x ipV and hσ^ x ipH  hσ^ x ipV are
shown as a function of the measurement strength g. Each
^ x ipV is implemented by
measurement interaction for hσ^ x ipH and hσ
setting the HWP angle θa in Fig. 2c as 45∘ and 0∘, respectively.
Then, the pointer state, conditioned on the projection measurement of the system onto the state jΨf is at detector D1, is analyzed
from the coincident detection events of D1 and D2 with the set of
a QWP, an HWP, and a PBS at detector D2. The expectation values
of hσ^ x ipH and hσ^ x ipV are obtained at each g, and the sum and the
difference are given as the data points in Fig. 3a, b for the real
^ l  σ^ z i , respectively. Note that the
^ l  ^Ii and hΠ
parts of hΠ
w
w
^ y iap are not
imaginary parts have zero value, so the results for hσ
presented.
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales

Fig. 3 Experimental observation of the quantum Cheshire cat
effect. The observation is realized by measuring weak values.
Measurements of pointer states (solid circle) are recorded as a
^l  σ
^ l  ^I and bΠ
^ x . Note that the
function of g for observables: aΠ
imaginary parts have zero value, so the results for hσ^y iap are not
presented. One standard deviation due to Poissonian counting
statistics are considered as error bars. The black solid lines are the
exact theoretical predictions. For given observables, weak values are
extracted by taking the ﬁrst-order derivative with polynomial curve
^ l  ^Ii ¼ 0:018 ± 0:206
ﬁt at g = 0. The measurement results of hΠ
w
^l  σ
^ z iw ¼ 1:085 ± 0:206 indicate the quantum Cheshire cat
and hΠ
effect that the physical property (polarization) can be found in the
path where the physical carrier (photon) does not exist.
npj Quantum Information (2021) 13
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where the observables also sum to the identity operator. The
corresponding normalized transition amplitudes for the initial and
ﬁnal states in Eqs. (1) and (2) are calculated as
^ u  ^I=2i ¼ 0:5; hΠ
^ u  σ^ z =2i ¼ 0;
hΠ
w
w
^
^
^
^
hΠl  I=2iw ¼ 0; hΠl  σ z =2iw ¼ 0:5:

Fig. 4 Conceptual Feynman diagrams for the transition from jΨi i
^ can be arbitrarily set to satisfy
to jΨf i. The virtual paths deﬁned by O
P k
P
^ k ¼ ^I so that hΨf jΨi i ¼
^
^
^
^
O
k
k hΨf jOk jΨi i. a Ok ¼ fΠu  ΠH ;
^ k ¼ fΠ
^V; Π
^l  Π
^H; Π
^l  Π
^ V g, b O
^ u  ^I=2; Π
^ u  σ^z =2; Π
^ l  ^I=2;
^u  Π
Π
^ l  σ^z =2g, where Π
^ u and Π
^ l represent the spatial modes of the
Π
^ H and Π
^ V represent the polarization modes of the state.
state and Π
The transition amplitudes along the virtual paths in a and b are
^ V and σ^z ¼ Π
^H  Π
^ V . The
^H þ Π
related with each other due to ^I ¼ Π
line color shows the normalized transition amplitude of each virtual
paths by the total transition amplitude 〈Ψf∣Ψi〉 for the initial and ﬁnal
states in Eqs. (1) and (2).

The weak values are extracted from the experimental data in
Fig. 3 from the slope at g = 0 by using the polynomial ﬁt to the
data according to the relation in Eq. (7). The experimentally
^ l  ^Ii ¼ 0:018 ± 0:206 and
obtained weak values are hΠ
w
^ l  σ^ z i ¼ 1:085 ± 0:206 are in good agreement with the
hΠ
w
theoretical prediction and clearly demonstrate the quantum
Cheshire cat effect.
Quantum interference of transition amplitudes
While the quantum Cheshire cat effect may look paradoxical, we
may interpret the effect as quantum interference of the transition
amplitudes for the photon and the polarization state. The weak
value of Eq. (6), formally, can be interpreted as the transition
^ i i along the virtual path deﬁned by O
^ from the
amplitude hΨf jOjΨ
initial state jΨi i to the post-selected ﬁnal state jΨf i, which is
normalized by the total transition amplitude 〈Ψf∣Ψi〉16. Considering
^ l and the polarization modes Π
^ H and
^ u and Π
the spatial modes Π
^
^
^
ΠV , as the eigenmodes of I and σ z , there are four possible virtual
transition paths represented by the following observables, see
Fig. 4a.
^H; Π
^u  Π
^V; Π
^l  Π
^H; Π
^l  Π
^V;
^u  Π
Π

(9)

where the observables sum to the identity operator, i.e., they form
a complete set. The weak values, namely the normalized transition
^ i i=hΨf jΨi i, for the initial and ﬁnal states
^ ¼ hΨf jOjΨ
amplitudes hOi
w
in Eqs. (1) and (2) are given as
^u  Π
^ H i ¼ 0:5; hΠ
^u  Π
^ V i ¼ 0:5;
hΠ
w
w
^ H i ¼ 0:5; hΠ
^l  Π
^ V i ¼ 0:5:
^l  Π
hΠ
w

(10)

w

Note that all the normalized transition amplitudes are non-zero
and the sum total of the amplitudes is equal to unity.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 4b, another complete set of virtual
transition paths exists as the following observables:
^ l  ^I=2; Π
^ u  σ^ z =2; Π
^ l  σ^ z =2;
^ u  ^I=2; Π
Π
npj Quantum Information (2021) 13

(11)

(12)

The normalized transition amplitudes signify that the system
photon can be found in the only upper path j u i while the
polarization appears in the only lower path j l i during the transition.
The quantum Cheshire cat effect in Eq. (12) can be understood as
the interference between the fundamental transition amplitudes in
Eq. (10)16. The observables in Eq. (11) can be expressed as the linear
^ l  ^I ¼ Π
^l  Π
^H þ
combination of the observables in Eq. (9), e.g., Π
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
Πl  ΠV and Πl  σ z ¼ Πl  ΠH  Πl  ΠV . Consequently, it is
possible to interpret the transition amplitudes in Eq. (12) as the
outcomes of constructive and destructive interference between the
transition amplitudes in Eq. (10). For instance, the paradoxical null
^ l  ^I=2i in Fig. 4b can be resolved as a
transition amplitude hΠ
w
^l  Π
^ H i and hΠ
^l  Π
^ V i having a
destructive interference of hΠ
w
w
phase difference of π, as shown in Fig. 4a. The quantum interference
can be observed directly by using weak-measurement probes for
^ l  ^I and Π
^ l  σ^ z . It is noteworthy that the negative weak value of
Π
^ V i is anomalous in the sense that it lies outside the
^l  Π
hΠ
w
^l  Π
^ V . The anomalous weak
eigenvalue spectrum of the projector Π
value has been regarded as a quantum signature as they are
connected to the quantum contextuality29–35 and the violation of
classical macroscopic realism36–38.
DISCUSSION
The disembodiment of polarization from a photon has been
experimentally observed via weak measurements and understood
in terms of the transition amplitudes. However, what we
conclusively tell from the experimental observations is that the
weakly coupled pointer indicates the disembodiment effect. The
physical reality of the disembodiment effect must be argued very
carefully. The orthodox interpretation to quantum physics
represents that the reality of quantum properties is primarily
attributed by collapsing the quantum state into an eigenstate
through projective measurements15,16. If one upholds this view,
ascribing the disembodiment effect to the physical reality should
not be taken. Nevertheless, it is hard to simply refuse the reality of
the disembodiment effect because observation should be
associated with the physical reality. If there was no disembodi^ l  ^I and Π
^ u  σ^ z
ment, the weak-measurement probes for Π
should be affected by the presence of a photon and polarization.
However, the null transition amplitudes in Eq. (12) show that the
pointer states remain unshifted after the post-selection of jΨf i.
Thus, the null transition amplitudes may be interpreted as the
absence of the particle or the physical property17,39.
To conclude, we have reported the experimental observation of
the quantum Cheshire cat effect, which may provide a way to
improve the quality of quantum technologies by suppressing local
decoherence2. As suggested in the original proposal1, we have
probed the photon’s existence and its polarization property using
a noninvasive weak measuring apparatus during the state
transition. The noninvasive weak measuring apparatus was
realized by coupling the quantum system with the quantum
pointer by utilizing another single photon. The weakmeasurement interaction based on the two-photon interference
made our observation unable to be explained by classical
physics20–22. The quantum pointer reveals the quantum Cheshire
cat effect in the framework of the weak value measurement and
the apparent quantum Cheshire cat paradox was explained as
quantum interference of virtual transition paths. Our experimental
apparatus can be applied to investigate other paradoxical
Published in partnership with The University of New South Wales
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phenomena based on weak value such as Hardy’s paradox40–42,
Leggett–Garg inequality37,43,44, and quantum pigeonhole paradox45,46 within the proper weak-measurement framework.
Note added. During our manuscript being reviewed, we became
aware of a relevant work by Z.-H. Liu et al.47, where the secondorder quantum interference was involved to reveal the quantum
nature of the quantum Cheshire cat effect. While the second-order
quantum interference is employed in our experiment for the weak
noninvasive system-pointer measurement interaction, the weak
values in the experiment by Z.-H. Liu et al. were only inferred from
the linear relation between the post-selection probability and the
perturbation strength. Instead, in their experiment, the secondorder quantum interference appeared for introducing two
quantum Cheshire cats, demonstrating the exchange of grins
between two cats47,48.
METHODS
Experimental details
The system and the pointer photons at 780 nm are produced via
spontaneous parametric down conversion from a type-II beta-barium
borate crystal pumped by a 390 nm pulsed laser. The single photons are
delivered to the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2a via the single-mode
optical ﬁbers and interfere with each other for the measurement
^ M . To ensure high degree of spectral indistinguishability,
interaction U
necessary for high-visibility two-photon quantum interference, 1-nm
bandwidth interference ﬁlters are placed in front of the detector D1 and D2.

DATA AVAILABILITY
Data are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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